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Abstract Idealized climate change experiments using
fixed sea-surface temperature are investigated to determine
whether zonally symmetric aquaplanet configurations are
useful for understanding climate feedbacks in more real-
istic configurations. The aquaplanets capture many of the
robust responses of the large-scale circulation and hydro-
logic cycle to both warming the sea-surface temperature
and quadrupling atmospheric CO2. The cloud response to
both perturbations varies across models in both Earth-like
and aquaplanet configurations, and this spread arises pri-
marily from regions of large-scale subsidence. Most mod-
els produce a consistent cloud change across the
subsidence regimes, and the feedback in trade-wind
cumulus regions dominates the tropical response. It is
shown that these trade-wind regions have similar cloud
feedback in Earth-like and aquaplanet warming experi-
ments. The tropical average cloud feedback of the Earth-
like experiment is captured by five of eight aquaplanets,
and the three outliers are investigated to understand the
discrepancy. In two models, the discrepancy is due to
warming induced dissipation of stratocumulus decks in the
Earth-like configuration which are not represented in the
aquaplanet. One model shows a circulation response in the
aquaplanet experiment accompanied by a cloud response
that differs from the Earth-like configuration. Quadrupling
atmospheric CO2 in aquaplanets produces slightly greater
adjusted forcing than in Earth-like configurations, showing
that land-surface effects dampen the adjusted forcing. The
analysis demonstrates how aquaplanets, as part of a model
hierarchy, help elucidate robust aspects of climate change
and develop understanding of the processes underlying
them.
Keywords Climate change  Climate models  Cloud
radiative effect  Aquaplanet  Tropospheric adjustment 
Climate feedbacks
1 Introduction
Comprehensive climate models encapsulate current
knowledge of Earth’s climate, and provide powerful tools
for understanding the consequences of increasing green-
house gas concentrations. Their complexity, however,
makes it difficult to unravel the mechanisms of climate
change. A hierarchy of models can be used to develop
understanding in simpler contexts and connect to more
complex systems (Bony et al. 2013b; Brient and Bony
2013). In the present case, we are motivated to better
understand cloud feedbacks in climate models, since, as
has been widely repeated, cloud feedbacks remain an
important source of uncertainty in climate projections
(Cess et al. 1989; Boucher et al. 2013).
The idealized experiments used here remove the ocean
component of the models by fixing sea-surface temperature
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(SST) and sea-ice. The control simulations employ time-
varying observed SST and sea-ice [in the spirit of, and
named after the Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Pro-
ject (AMIP), Gates 1992], and climate changes are pre-
scribed by either uniformly increasing the SST by 4K or by
quadrupling the atmospheric CO2 concentration. We
compare results from the AMIP experiments with further
idealized aquaplanet versions of the same models and the
same climate perturbations. The SST?4K warming
experiments explore the climate response and associated
climate feedbacks (in the absence of SST feedbacks) in
analogy to a global warming scenario, as in Cess et al.
(1989, 1990, 1996). Increasing atmospheric CO2 provides
insight into the tropospheric adjustment to the direct radi-
ative forcing from CO2 (Hansen et al. 2002; Gregory and
Webb 2008).
The idealized warming experiments with the AMIP
configuration capture much of the global response of the
fully-coupled projections. This point is illustrated with the
help of Fig. 1 which compares the global equilibrium cli-
mate sensitivity (ECS) for several ocean-atmosphere cou-
pled models calculated by Andrews et al. (2012) with the
climate sensitivity parameter (k, defined by Cess et al.
1989) for the corresponding AMIP SST?4K experiments.
This comparison confirms other recent findings that AMIP
experiments contain similar feedbacks as experiments with
fully-coupled climate models (e.g. Tomassini et al. 2013;
Brient and Bony 2013).
Aquaplanets are an idealized configuration in which the
planet’s surface is completely water-covered. This simpler
setting still allows a global model’s explicit dynamics and
parameterized physics to interact within an Earth-like cli-
mate. The configurations used here, illustrated by Fig. 2,
are modeled after the AquaPlanet Experiment Project
(APE, Neale and Hoskins 2000; Williamson et al. 2012). In
particular, the SST is prescribed using a simple analytic
profile (so-called ‘‘QOBS,’’ maximum on the Equator
reaching 0 C at 60 latitude), sea-ice is neglected, and
orbital parameters are defined as perpetual equinox con-
ditions (i.e., there is no seasonality, but the diurnal cycle is
retained). Aquaplanets are an attractive framework because
they retain the dynamics and physics of more realistic
configurations while eliminating zonal asymmetries and
interactions with a more complex land-surface. Simplifying
the lower boundary and orbital parameters, and hence
reducing the dimensionality, provides a conceptually sim-
pler configuration that facilitates analysis and allows
shorter integrations. These potential advantages are valid
for studies of both the mean climate and idealized climate
change experiments. Such simplifications may, however,
introduce differences from more realistic model configu-
rations, and aquaplanet climate response might differ
among models more than Earth-like configurations, for
instance by accentuating certain biases. Blackburn et al.
(2013) have highlighted that some aspects of aquaplanet
simulations show more variation across models than Earth-
like simulations, such as the structure of the ITCZ and
tropical precipitation variability. In the climate change
context, differences from the Earth-like configurations may
Fig. 1 Relationship between the AMIP global sensitivity parameter
and equilibrium climate sensitivity inferred from coupled model
experiments. Colors show the AMIP value of the tropical cloud effect
parameter (see text); discrepancies between the colors and the vertical
position show the influence of extratropical climate responses. Two
models not included by Andrews et al. (2012) are added to Fig. 1:
CCSM4 and FGOALS-g2 (see Table 1 for a list models). Other
results from those models are presented in the text, so the ECS was
calculated as in Andrews et al. (2012) (using the method of Gregory
et al. 2004). The CanAM4 results are presented in Fig. 1, but
excluded from the remainder of this discussion because no aquaplanet
results are available for that model
Fig. 2 Illustration of the left AMIP and right AQUA configurations.
Color shading shows SST for ocean locations and topography for land
locations; streamlines show the annual mean flow at 925 hPa
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manifest because the Earth-like configurations contain a
greater variety of states, so some regimes may not be well-
sampled by aquaplanets. The present analysis explores
these issues by investigating the extent to which aquaplanet
climate change experiments capture aspects of the AMIP
experiments.
Figure 3 presents the climate sensitivity parameter and a
measure of the cloud response (called the cloud effect
parameter and defined later) for all the SST?4K experi-
ments, both globally and tropically. The symbols show the
AMIP (triangles) and aquaplanet results (circles, hereafter
abbreviated as AQUA), and colors differentiate each model
by the AMIP tropical cloud effect parameter (that is, colors
sort the solid triangles horizontally). The figure recalls the
results from previous comparisons (e.g., Cess et al. 1989),
showing the strong linear relationship between the overall
sensitivity to warming and changes in cloud radiative effects.
By definition, a linear relationship is expected, but the figure
shows the surprisingly predictive power of cloud changes for
the complete climate change. There is also a degree of
agreement between AMIP and AQUA sensitivity, though
three models have positive cloud effect parameters in the
AMIP experiment but negative in the AQUA experiment.
Figures 1 and 3 demonstrate the usefulness of AMIP
warming experiments for understanding fully-coupled
climate projections, that this response (in the tropics) is
tightly linked to the cloud response, and that aquaplanets
may capture important aspects of this tropical cloud
response. Simplifying the system allows a critical view into
the processes responsible for the response to climate per-
turbations. When the response of the simplified system
mimics the more comprehensive system, it allows for an
unobstructed analysis of the response. When the simplified
system responds differently, it exposes the importance of
representing those processes or features that are not present
in the simplified system.
In the following, we ask whether the AQUA experi-
ments offer a useful analogy to the AMIP configuration as
a framework for simplifying and understanding climate
response to perturbations. We start in Sect. 2 with some
comments on the included models and the general
approach to the analysis. In Sect. 3 we show similarities
and differences between the AMIP and AQUA experiments
in the distribution of atmospheric states, and show that the
tropical circulation and hydrologic cycle exhibit some
robust responses across models in both configurations.
Section 4 examines the cloud response to warming, and
Sect. 4.1 focuses on three models that exhibit discrepancies
between configurations. The tropospheric adjustment to
quadrupling CO2 is explored in Sect. 5.
2 Models, experiments, and methods
2.1 Models
Table 1 lists the models used. The models in the upper part
of the table are relatively independent and contain all
necessary output information required for analyses herein.
The models in the lower part of the table are missing some
simulations that are necessary for the present analysis. The
exception is the MPI-ESM-MR which is considered
redundant because it differs from MPI-ESM-LR only
through higher resolution in the upper troposphere and
stratosphere and slight changes in the land mask associated
with a different ocean grid (Stevens et al. 2013); these
differences are minimal for our purposes. The choice of
models depended on availability from the CMIP5 archive
at time of writing. Also listed in Table 1 are the grid sizes
of each model, the tropical (35S–35N) sensitivity and
cloud effect parameters for the SST?4K experiments, and
the cloud effect parameter for the 4 9 CO2 experiment (in
which sensitivity is near zero because the sea surface
temperature change is kept unchanged, see Sects. 2.2, 5).
The pragmatic definition of the tropics (35S–35N) is
chosen to capture the full Hadley circulation in all the
simulations, and as shown below (Fig. 5) this approxima-
tion works for the present purposes, but extratropical
Fig. 3 Sensitivity versus cloud effect parameter for SST?4K
warming experiments. Triangles show the AMIP experiments, circles
show the aquaplanets. Solid symbols are the tropical values, while
unfilled symbols are the global values. Color varies by model
according to the AMIP tropical cloud effect parameter (i.e., solid
triangles are ordered by color horizontally, cf. Table 1), except for
the models in the lower part of Table 1 which are shown in shades of
gray (FGOALS-s2, MPI-ESM-MR) and green (NICAM-09)
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influences are included in tropical averages, especially for
the AQUA configurations. Using 30 produces the same
qualitative results as those presented.
The CMIP5 AMIP simulations are driven by observed
SST and sea-ice over the period 1979–2008 (some models
include years beyond these bounds, and we simply include
those years here). The AQUA simulations are 5 years long
and follow the APE protocol as outlined by Neale and
Hoskins (2000). Most of the models used the ‘‘QOBS’’ SST
distribution, but MIROC5 and FGOALS-g2 were run with
the ‘‘CTRL’’ distribution. The latter has steeper meridional
SST gradients, favoring a more equatorial ITCZ. While
Medeiros et al. (2008) suggest such differences in the cir-
culation do not strongly impact the climate response, we
keep this difference in mind in the following analysis,
cognizant of recent findings that show the SST profile acts
as a control on boundary layer moist static energy and
hence the position and structure of the tropical rain bands.
(Moebis and Stevens 2012; Oueslati and Bellon 2013).
Not only does the FGOALS-g2 AQUA simulation use a
different SST pattern, but ‘‘ghost’’ continents appear in
some of the shortwave radiation fields. Excluding the
‘‘continents’’ does not qualitatively impact results. The
FGOALS-s2 AQUA simulations have the same shortwave
artifacts, but uses the standard ‘‘QOBS’’ SST distribution.
The AMIP experiments are not available for the FGOALS-
s2, but are expected to be similar to FGOALS-g2 as the two
models differ only in their choice of dynamical core (Lin
et al. 2013).
The NICAM-09 is a global cloud-system resolving
model with grid spacing of about 14 km (Satoh et al. 2008;
Yoshizaki et al. 2012). Due to the computational expense
of running at such high resolution, its simulations are much
shorter than the other models (90 days for the control and
SST?4K, 30 days for 4 9 CO2) and have no spin up
period preceding the archived output. The 4 9 CO2 sim-
ulation also includes the SST warming. Because of the
relatively low signal to noise in these experiments, along
with the lack of corresponding AMIP experiments, we
present limited results from NICAM-09. Those results
discard the first month of output when possible to reduce
initial noise, and when applicable the northern and southern
hemispheres are averaged to decrease noise.
Throughout this analysis, monthly mean fields are used.
When monthly fields are not available from the CMIP5
archive, they are constructed from higher frequency output.
2.2 Approach
Using idealized climate change experiments such as pre-
scribed SST warming or quadrupling CO2 simplifies the
usual climate change analysis. A typical starting point for
understanding climate change is through the global average
energy balance at the top-of-atmosphere (TOA). A change
in the radiative forcing, F, is accompanied by a change in
the TOA radiative flux, R, until the system returns to
equilibrium and the radiative perturbation vanishes
ðDR ¼ 0Þ. To measure the response, usually the globally
averaged surface temperature, T, is used along with a
feedback parameter, k. Combining these: DR ¼ F þ kDT .
The feedback parameter encapsulates a number of pro-
cesses, including a Planck response and albedo, water
vapor, lapse rate, and cloud feedbacks. While equilibrium
climate change experiments make use of DR ¼ 0, the
Table 1 The models examined in this study, with their grid sizes, tropical sensitivity and cloud effect parameters
Model Center Grid Size þ4K k½K W1 m2 þ4K DCRE=G 4  CO2 DCRE=G
½LAT  LON  LEV AMIP AQUA AMIP AQUA AMIP AQUA
CCSM4 NCAR, USA 192  288  26 0.33 0.45 -0.34 -0.20 -0.16 0.0002
CNRM-CM5 CNRM/CERFACS, France 128  256  31 0.60 0.51 -0.07 -0.12 0.003 0.06
FGOALS-g2 LASG-CESS, China 60  128  26 0.99 0.48 0.47 -0.12 -0.06 -0.12
HadGEM2-A MOHC, UK 145  192  38 0.87 0.97 0.40 0.80 0.10 -0.02
IPSL-CM5A-LR IPSL, France 96  96  39 0.93 1.23 0.79 1.55 0.14 0.15
MIROC5 MIROC, Japan 128  256  40 0.54 0.36 -0.09 -0.26 -0.03 -0.08
MPI-ESM-LR MPI-M, Germany 96  192  47 0.88 0.33 0.53 -0.31 -0.02 -0.22
MRI-CGCM3 MRI, Japan 160  320  35 0.64 0.47 0.16 -0.08 0.11 0.02
CanAM4 CCCma, Canada 64  128  35 0.74 – 0.28 – 0.04 –
FGOALS-s2 LASG-IAP, China 108  128  26 – 0.48 – -0.60 – 0.13
MPI-ESM-MR MPI-M, Germany 96  192  95 0.79 0.33 0.43 -0.32 -0.01 -0.17
NICAM-09 NICAM Group, Japan 1280  2560  40 – 0.63 – 0.28 – -0.59
The surface temperature is used, except for NICAM-09 which uses the near-surface temperature; using near-surface temperature slightly
increases the sensitivity, on average by 0:01 K W1 m2. For the AMIP experiments, land has not been removed from these averages. Dashes
mark values that can not be calculated due to incomplete data
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idealized experiments discussed here turn the tables,
equating DR to either the response or the forcing. In the
SST warming experiments, DT is the prescribed climate
change, and no external forcing is applied ðF ¼ 0Þ, leaving
DR ¼ kDT , and k is defined here as the sensitivity
parameter (following Cess et al. 1989, see Fig. 3). In 4 
CO2 experiments DT ¼ 0, and the TOA radiative imbal-
ance is the forcing, DR ¼ F, but including not only the
instantaneous effect of CO2 on radiative transfer, but the
rapid adjustments in the rest of the system (see, e.g.,
Gregory et al. 2004; Gregory and Webb 2008). Becuase it
contains these rapid adjustments, in this context F is often
referred to as the adjusted forcing.
To measure the cloud response, we employ the cloud
radiative effect (CRE). This is calculated by differencing
the TOA net downward radiative flux in all-sky versus
clear-sky conditions, CRE  R  Rclr, which is accom-
plished in climate models by repeating the radiative transfer
calculation excluding clouds. The CRE response, DCRE, is
an estimate of the effect that cloud changes have on the
TOA radiative fluxes. It is important to bear in mind that
inclusion of clear-sky fluxes in the definition of CRE can
affect DCRE through non-cloud changes (such as shortwave
effects of surface albedo changes, or longwave effects of
changes in CO2, Soden et al. 2004; Zelinka et al. 2013).
Despite this shortcoming, several studies have shown that
DCRE is closely related to more direct measures of cloud
feedback (Soden et al. 2004; Vial et al. 2013). Because it is
simpler to estimate and it proves to be a good predictor of
the feedback factor, particularly at low latitudes where
model differences are more decisive (e.g., Vial et al. 2013),
DCRE is used in the present study to measure cloud feed-
backs. The cloud effect parameter used above is defined as
DCRE
DR and is determined mainly by the CRE response.
Previous work with aquaplanet configurations have
shown similarities to more realistic configurations
(Medeiros et al. 2008; Brient and Bony 2012; Bony et al.
2013a; Medeiros and Stevens 2011), and implied that the
aquaplanet configuration is therefore useful for under-
standing aspects of the mean tropical climate and its
response to climate perturbations. The broad averages of
Fig. 3 appear to indicate that this conclusion holds across a
larger ensemble of models. The similarity between AQUA
and AMIP simulations can be extended to the regional
scale by conditioning on dynamic regimes (e.g., Medeiros
and Stevens 2011).
Much of the variation among model estimates of climate
sensitivity derives from differing cloud responses (Fig. 3).
A framework for understanding such changes was intro-
duced by Bony et al. (2004), in which a variable describing
the large-scale state, x, is used to decompose a cloud-




Here PðxÞ is the statistical weight of each regime, which is
the same as the relative area covered by each regime in







cðxÞDPðxÞdx þ higher order terms
¼TþDþR ð2Þ
The D denotes the change with respect to the control cli-
mate. The first term on the rhs is called the thermodynamic
contribution to the change and the second is the dynamic
contribution; R denotes residual terms (i.e., co-variation
terms) that tend to be small. The thermodynamic contri-
bution is due to changes in cloud properties within a given
regime, while the dynamic term measures the change in the
statistical weight of each regime. The clearest expression
of an aquaplanet capturing the response of the Earth-like
configuration is then, DcM ¼ Dc, where we adopt sub-
script triangles for the Earth-like AMIP configurations
which contain continents and topographic features like
mountains and subscript circles for AQUA configurations
which are devoid of surface features (we also employ this
convention in the figures). When averaged over the tropics,
the dynamic contribution averages nearly to zero, which
can be shown to be a consequence of mass conservation
and c varying no more than linearly in x. This leaves
Dc T, so we expect that DcM TM and Dc T,
leaving the best case scenario for the aquaplanet to predict
the Earth-like response as TM T.
As discussed above, a useful measure of clouds is CRE,
which we identify with c in Eqs. (1) and (2). Cloud amount,
cloud-top height, and CRE correlate well with vertical
motion, which motivated Bony et al. (2004) to use mid-
tropospheric vertical velocity, x500, as the dynamic variable
ðxÞ; this approach has been followed in subsequent studies,
and we continue to use it here. Although x500 successfully
separates deep convective regimes from subsidence
regimes, within subsidence regimes cloud types are better
separated by lower-tropospheric stability ðLTS 
h700  hsfcÞ, particularly in the tropics (e.g., Slingo 1987;
Klein and Hartmann 1993; Medeiros et al. 2008; Medeiros
and Stevens 2011). This is evident in the multimodel joint
histograms of LTS and x500 (Fig. 4, top panels).
Medeiros et al. (2008) argued that TM T for two
resolutions of the NCAR CAM3 and the GFDL AM2, but
noted some differences within subsets of regimes (in which
both T and D matter). The conclusion in that case is that
Aquaplanets and robust responses to forcing
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Table 2 Tropical circulation intensity ðhPa day1Þ, defined as I  x^#  x^" where x^# is the tropical average of the downward x^, the vertically
averaged vertical velocity (between 1000 and 100 hPa), and x^" is the average for upward values (Bony et al. 2013a)
Model AMIP AQUA
Control ?4K 4  CO2 Control ?4K 4  CO2
CCSM4 37.78 37.20 36.55 34.31 30.96 34.97
CNRM-CM5 41.12 40.04 39.77 34.63 32.31 34.02
FGOALS-g2 45.58 43.37 44.47 49.58 46.09 47.95
HadGEM2-A 47.55 45.45 45.49 59.06 53.20 57.35
IPSL-CM5A-LR 35.46 34.05 33.97 32.84 30.24 32.79
MIROC5 39.86 38.18 38.94 55.80 49.70 56.25
MPI-ESM-LR 45.38 44.66 44.50 50.47 58.30 50.60
MRI-CGCM3 45.81 45.18 43.85 50.72 50.41 48.60
Averages taken over ocean grid points only. For comparison, the ERA-Interim circulation intensity is 37.99 hPa day1 (Jan 1979–May 2011)
Fig. 4 Top row multimodel composite joint histogram of LTS and
x500. Color intervals each encompass 10 % of the tropical data,
determined by constructing the cumulative distribution from the joint
histogram sorted in ascending order. The AMIP control simulations
on the left, aquaplanet control simulations on right. Contour lines
show the anomalous CRE, CRE0ðLTS;x500Þ ¼ CREðLTS;x500Þ 
CRE where CRE is the tropical average CRE for an individual
simulation, averaged over all models; intervals slightly differ to
accommodate the reduced variability in the aquaplanet composite (see
labels). Middle row distribution of tropical x500, multimodel mean
shown as dark, solid line. The multimodel mean for the SST?4K
configuration shown in dark, dashed line. Individual models (control
simulation) shown by thin, gray lines. Two small dark circles show
the modes of the models with the steeper SST profile (CTRL rather
than QOBS). Ticks along the horizontal axis mark extremes and
quintile values of the multimodel mean of the control simulations.
Bottom row as in middle row, but for the lower-tropospheric stability
in subsidence regimes
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the simpler aquaplanet provides a good laboratory to
understand the mechanisms of the cloud response in more
complicated model configurations. Even in the case
TM 6¼T, however, the aquaplanet is instructive because
it can help identify which details of the model configura-
tion (lower boundary condition, land–atmosphere interac-
tion) lead to important aspects of the tropical climate
response (asymmetric circulation response, or cloud cou-
pling to asymmetries in the sea-surface temperatures).
3 Circulation response
This section explores the circulation and hydrologic
responses of the AMIP and AQUA configurations to the
imposed climate perturbations, and establishes the foun-
dation for the dynamical regimes analysis.
To begin applying the approach described in Sect. 2.2,
we investigate the distributions of the primary ðx500Þ and
secondary (LTS) control variables. The ensemble mean
joint distribution is shown in Fig. 4. The joint distribution
for the AMIP and AQUA configurations are similar in the
upwelling regions of the tropics ðx500\0Þ, but differ in the
subsiding regions. The AMIP configurations show an
extension to higher LTS that is largely absent in the AQUA
configurations. Both distributions are centered on weak
subsidence and LTS, emphasizing the broad trade-wind
regions of the tropical oceans. Figure 4 makes it apparent
that stratifying the tropical atmosphere by x500 separates
deep convective regimes and their high-level cirrus clouds
from subsidence regimes with low-level clouds under
mostly clear skies, and thus provides a basis for a
dynamical regimes decomposition. The x500 distributions
among the models (Fig. 4, middle panels) further indicate
that the AMIP and aquaplanet tropics have similar Hadley
circulations (see also Fig. 5). The multi-model distributions
from the SST?4K simulations (dashed curves) show a
narrowing of the distribution in both configurations as the
dominant subsidence regime becomes associated with
weaker subsidence and regions of extreme subsidence
become less favored.
Figure 5 shows the Hadley circulation width and
strength in each simulation; determined as the latitude
where the zonal mean meridional streamfunction reaches
zero and the maximum (absolute) value on either side of
the equator (as in Gastineau et al. 2011). The narrowing of
the x500 distribution in the SST?4K experiment is part of
an overall weakening and widening of the Hadley circu-
lation with warming. This is a robust signal among the
models for both the AMIP and AQUA configurations, and
has been discussed widely using observations and models
(see the review of Lucas et al. 2014). The AQUA config-
urations differ from the AMIP configurations in that they
consistently have narrower and stronger Hadley circula-
tions. Despite the difference in size and strength, the
AQUA experiments depict similar weakening and widen-
ing Hadley cells with warmer SST. The magnitude of
weakening varies among the models, and the spread is
dominated by variation in changes of the monthly mean
upward motion. The only exception to the weakening
signal is the MPI-ESM-LR AQUA which has a slight
strengthening, suggesting a relatively disruptive circulation
response to warming. The vigor of the tropical overturning
circulation is further quantified by the circulation intensity
diagnostic in Table 2 (following Bony et al. 2013a), which
is consistent with Figure 5.
Diagnostics of the eddy-driven jet stream position and
intensity are shown in Fig. 6. As with the Hadley circula-
tion, the zonal circulation in the AQUA configurations is
(generally) more intense than the AMIP simulations, and
the AQUA jets are more equatorward than in the AMIP
configuration. Seasonal effects are not shown, but can be
substantial in the AMIP simulations. Under SST warming
the eddy-driven jet shows a poleward migration for all the
AQUA simulations and all AMIP southern hemispheres;
the northern hemisphere is more varied due to strong zonal
asymmetries and seasonal effects (see also Kidston and
Gerber 2010; Barnes and Polvani 2013). A discrepancy
between AMIP and AQUA is seen in the eddy-driven jet
intensity change with warming: the AMIP experiments
show a robust intensification, but the AQUA experiments
show a robust weakening. One contributing factor to this
difference may be the interaction of the eddy-driven and
subtropical jets, which are difficult to distinguish in the
aquaplanets (Lu et al. 2010). Examination of the upper-
level zonal wind maxima, which are likely more strongly
linked to the subtropical jet, produce AQUA results
exhibiting an intensification and no poleward shift (not
shown). The complications of separating the subtropical
and eddy-driven jets thus make comparing the extratropical
circulation response ambiguous, but the tropical circulation
appears to respond similarly between the AMIP and AQUA
configurations.
Figures 5 and 6 also document circulation changes with
quadrupling CO2 with fixed SST. As with warming, the
AQUA responses generally mirror the AMIP experiments.
In this case, the change in atmospheric opacity reduces
infrared cooling and slightly stabilizes the troposphere,
leading to a slight widening and weakening of the Hadley
circulation. These changes are smaller than in the SST?4K
case, and smaller in the AQUA than AMIP experiments.
Table 2 shows that several AQUA experiments have a
(negligibly) small increase in the circulation intensity; this
discrepancy between the AMIP and AQUA experiments
shows the influence of warming continents on the tropical
circulation. The table also shows that the response to
Aquaplanets and robust responses to forcing
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quadrupling CO2 is more robust than the response to SST
warming (the spread among experiments is smaller) in both
AMIP and AQUA experiments. The AMIP southern
hemisphere has a slight poleward shift and intensification
of the eddy-driven jet while the northern hemisphere shows
a similar poleward shift but a weakening. The AQUA
eddy-driven jets show a slight poleward migration and
nearly no change in intensity.
The hydrologic cycle is closely connected to the large-
scale circulation (Chahine 1993; Stevens and Bony 2013),
and Figure 7 shows that aspects of the tropical hydrologic
cycle also show robust responses in these experiments.
Warming induces an increase in column-integrated water
vapor (at a rate of around 7% K1 following the temper-
ature dependence of saturation specific humidity), and
precipitation also increases but at a slower rate (around 2–
3 % K1, cf., Mitchell et al. 1987; Held and Soden 2006).
Quadrupling CO2 evokes a different response, with the
AMIP configurations showing an increase in column-inte-
grated water vapor associated with the slight warming of
the continents. The aquaplanets experience no surface
warming, and so have no significant change in column
water vapor. The two models using a narrower AQUA SST
distribution (FGOALS-g2 and MIROC5) are readily iden-
tified by their relatively dry tropical atmosphere. The
intensity of the hydrologic cycle is shown in Fig. 7 by the
ratio of tropical average precipitation to column water
vapor, providing an inverse time scale that can be thought
of as the average time water resides in the tropical
atmosphere before being rained out (or being exported to
higher latitudes). This hydrologic intensity is greater in
AQUA than AMIP configurations, but the responses are
similar and the AQUA results capture the spread of the
AMIP responses. In all cases the hydrologic intensity is
diminished with increased SST or CO2, with more weak-
ening in the warming experiments.
This brief survey shows that the responses in the tropical
distributions of mass, momentum, and water are compa-
rable in the AMIP and AQUA experiments. The robust
responses of the tropical circulation and hydrologic cycle
are also comparable to coupled model results (e.g., Held
Fig. 5 Hadley circulation width (top) and strength (bottom) for each
model and the multi-model mean (far right). Triangles denote the
AMIP simulations (upward and downward pointing for northern and
southern hemisphere, respectively) and circles the AQUA simula-
tions. Gray markers show the control simulations, red the SST?4K,
and blue the 4  CO2. The diagnostics are calculated using the
meridional mass stream function vertically integrated between 700
and 300 hPa, w^. The width is determined as the most equatorward
latitude where w^ ¼ 0 in each hemisphere, conditioned on being
poleward of the absolute hemispheric maximum, w^MAX , which defines
the Hadley cell strength
Fig. 6 Eddy-driven jet position (top) and strength (bottom). Symbols
and colors as in Fig. 5. The jet is defined here as the maximum zonal
mean zonal wind averaged over the 850 and 700 hPa levels, as in
Barnes and Polvani (2013)
Fig. 7 Diagnostics of tropical hydrologic cycle: top vertically
integrated water vapor ðkg m2Þ, middle precipitation rate
ðmm d1Þ, and bottom hydrologic intensity, defined as the ratio of
precipitation to column water vapor ðd1Þ
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and Soden 2006; Bony et al. 2013a). There are some
indications that the similarities extend beyond the tropics,
but the differences in the circulation make the comparison
less clear. Keeping such similarities in the large-scale cir-
culation in mind, we next turn to cloud changes.
4 CRE response
Figure 8 shows the dynamical regimes decomposition for
all the models and the ensemble mean. There is substantial
spread among the models, somewhat more so for convec-
tive regimes ðx500\0Þ. For most models, and the ensemble
mean, the CRE increases moderately with x500, implying
that the dynamic term must be small. The intermodel
spread in CRE for a given x500, however, is as large as the
variation of CRE across x500 for a given model. The spread
in the DCRE is similarly large. On average, DCRE depends
more on dynamical regime in the AMIP experiment
(decreasing in magnitude with increasing x500) than in the
AQUA experiment. The thermodynamic and dynamic
contributions account for the area covered by each x500
interval and show that the weak vertical motion regimes
contain much of the signal, and likewise the spread, by
virtue of their prevalence (Fig. 4, middle panels). The
AQUA experiments show a similar magnitude of spread in
T, also predominantly in regions of weak subsidence, but
the magnitude of this term is somewhat less than in the
AMIP experiments. In AMIP and AQUA experiments the
dynamical contribution, D, is confined to a narrow range
near the peak of the subsidence distribution where CRE is
relatively flat, so these terms have relatively little net
effect.
An indication of the difficulty in distinguishing cloud
types using only x500 is provided by comparing the
ensemble mean CRE with the x500–LTS joint distribution
(Fig. 4). The AMIP configuration shows that CRE (on
average) is more sensitive to LTS than x500 variation,
indicating a mix of cloud types for a given subsidence
regime. On the other hand, the AQUA configuration shows
a smaller range of CRE with weaker variation in both
dimensions, but in subsidence regimes the CRE remains
more strongly dependent on LTS. This picture of the mean
CRE variations supports using LTS within subsidence
regimes to tease apart the radiative distinctions among
boundary layer clouds. The distribution of LTS within
subsidence regimes is shown in the bottom panels of Fig. 4.
As in the x500–LTS joint distribution, the AMIP and
AQUA configurations exhibit different behavior, with the
AMIP configurations being more positively skewed with a
tail toward large LTS and AQUA having a more symmetric
and narrower distribution. The CRE decreases substantially
(i.e., becomes more negative) with increasing LTS in the
AMIP configuration, while the mean AQUA CRE shows a
slight weakening (i.e., CRE increases) with LTS; individ-
ual models vary in this dependence. This difference sug-
gests that the AQUA simulations do not maintain strong
inversions necessary for subtropical stratocumulus decks
that form over cool eastern boundary currents of the major
ocean basins where the LTS commonly reaches values
larger than 18 K (Medeiros et al. 2008; Medeiros and
Stevens 2011). In the SST?4K experiments, both config-
urations show a shift to higher LTS, commensurate with
the surface warming.
The upper-left panel of Fig. 9 shows the tropically
averaged CRE in the warming experiments. The figure
directly compares CRE between AMIP and AQUA for
each model (colors), in both the control simulation (filled
circle) and the SST?4K climate (unfilled circle; colors as
in Figs. 1, 3). The magnitude of DCRE is shown by the
length of the lines connecting circles, and the slope of the
line qualitatively shows whether the AMIP and AQUA
configurations have DCRE in the same direction (positive
slope) or opposed responses (negative slope). Three models
show a negative slope, indicating the AQUA DCRE has the
opposite sign of the AMIP DCRE. These models (FGO-
ALS-g2, MPI-ESM-LR and MRI-CGCM3) are further
distinguished from the others by plotting them with trans-
parent markers. The inconsistency between the AMIP and
AQUA DCRE is also evident in Fig. 3. For the other five
models, the sign of DCRE is consistent between AMIP and
AQUA SST?4K experiments. The models are not strati-
fied by mean CRE or by differences between the AQUA
and AMIP configurations, so biases in these parameters of
the control climate do not appear to be connected to the
spread in climate sensitivity, but the tendency for the
models to lie along the diagonal suggests that models with
a relatively large CRE in the AMIP simulation also have a
large CRE in the AQUA configuration.
The remaining panels of Fig. 9 extend this view of the
cloud response by focusing on approximate quintiles of
x500. Each panel captures roughly 20 % of the tropics
based on the AMIP ensemble mean x500 distribution in
Fig. 4. The top row (right two panels) are convective
regimes that have net ascent, and the bottom row shows
subsidence regimes. The axes remain the same across
panels, but are marked to show the ranges in each
dimension. Among the models in which the AMIP and
AQUA DCRE are consistent, the consistency is generally
maintained across regimes. Except for MIROC5, the
models tend toward similar CRE values with decreasing
upward motion, and cluster in the upper right of the dia-
gram for all three subsidence regimes. For some models the
consistency between AMIP and AQUA breaks down in
particular regimes, usually the strong convection or strong
subsidence regimes. The models with inconsistent AMIP
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and AQUA DCRE also show less consistency across
regimes; no single x500 regime appears to dominate the
inconsistent responses.
Whether a model’s AQUA DCRE agrees with its AMIP
counterpart appears to depend on the structure of the
tropical circulation. In this ensemble of models, aquapla-
nets with a twin ITCZ structure have a DCRE that is
consistent with their AMIP counterparts, but those with a
single ITCZ on the equator differ from their corresponding
AMIP experiment. Those models have positive AMIP
DCRE and negative AQUA DCRE. Figure 10 shows this
division in the zonal mean precipitation in the AQUA
control simulations and the change in zonal mean precip-
itation with SST?4K. The only AQUA SST?4K
Fig. 8 Dynamical regimes
analysis showing CRE in
intervals of x500 for the
multimodel mean (black line)
and individual models (gray
dots). Top row shows the mean
CRE, second row is the change
in CRE in each x500 interval,
the third row is the
thermodynamic contribution to
the change in CRE, and the
bottom row is the dynamic
contribution to the change in
CRE. Axes in left and right
columns are the same in each
row; tick marks show the
extrema and (unweighted)
average among the models
Fig. 9 Net CRE ðW m2Þ sorted by x500 ðhPa d1Þ. Upper left shows
tropical average, and the other panels show ranges of x500 each
covering approximately 20 % of the tropics in the AMIP control
simulations. Solid circle shows the control simulation values, open
circle shows the SST?4K values. Axes are identical in each panel, but
are marked to show the range and mean in each panel in each
dimension. The upper left panel labels the full range for reference
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experiment with a single ITCZ and positive DCRE is from
NICAM-09. That model does not parameterize deep con-
vection, and it develops a single ITCZ on the equator that
produces more precipitation than any of the conventional
GCMs and has a positive tropical DCRE with relatively
high sensitivity (Table 1).
To test the connection between ITCZ structure and
cloud response, we conducted additional experiments with
the MPI-ESM-LR and CCSM4. A SST pattern that is much
flatter across the tropics was applied to the MPI-ESM-LR,
and resulted in a twin ITCZ structure and a positive tropical
DCRE in the SST?4K experiment, which matches the
AMIP DCRE. A complementary experiment with the
CCSM4 used a strongly peaked SST pattern that produced
a single ITCZ, but that experiment produced a negative
DCRE like the other CCSM4 experiments. The DCRE was
stronger than for the standard AQUA experiment, possibly
suggesting that the presence of a single ITCZ produces a
smaller (possibly more negative) DCRE than in twin ITCZ
configurations. Without further experimentation, however,
the intriguing connection between ITCZ structure and
cloud response should not be considered robust: other
factors are likely to be relevant. One factor not accounted
for in fixed SST experiments like those used here is the
possibility that extratropical climate response has an
influence on tropical feedbacks and the structure of the
ITCZ (e.g., Kang et al. 2009), raising the possibility that an
interactive lower boundary might produce a different
relationship between the ITCZ and cloud response.
From the dynamical regimes analysis along with the
results in Fig. 3, the well-known result emerges that
climate sensitivity varies among climate models, mostly
due to differing responses of low-latitude clouds under
subsidence (cf. Bony and Dufresne 2005; Vial et al. 2013).
The dynamical regimes analysis connects the spread in
cloud response to regimes with weak vertical motion. The
spread among the models arises more from the spread in
the thermodynamic contribution, as cloud properties in the
weak vertical motion regimes change differently across
models. As shown by Fig. 4, the vertical motion alone does
not distinguish among boundary layer cloud types. To
separate these cloud types, LTS can be used; the distribu-
tion of LTS differs between the AMIP and AQUA con-
figurations due to stratocumulus regions in the AMIP
configuration characterized by large LTS.
4.1 The inconsistent models
Of the eight independent models with adequate output for
this analysis (Table 1), five have a consistent tropical cloud
response in the AMIP and AQUA configurations, but three
have inconsistent responses. There appears to be a con-
nection to ITCZ structure, but this connection does not
fully explain the inconsistencies. As mentioned, the dis-
crepancy in DCRE appears mainly in the weak vertical
velocity regimes, and mostly due to differences with the
thermodynamic contribution of the response, i.e., changes
in the cloud properties within x500-regimes. In this section,
we take a closer look at the three inconsistent models to
determine if particular cloud types or features can account
for the differing response to warming in the AMIP and
AQUA settings.
Fig. 10 Zonal mean precipitation for the AQUA control simulations
in top panels, and the change with SST?4K on the bottom. Left
panels shows those models where the AQUA DCRE is consistent (in
sign) with the corresponding AMIP experiment. Right panels show
models with an inconsistent DCRE between the configurations.
Colors are as in previous figures; arrows in the legend point toward
the column in which each model appears
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Seasonal or hemispherically asymmetric responses may
occur in the AMIP experiments that are absent from the
AQUA configuration. Figure 11 shows the annual cycle of
DCRE separately for the northern and southern hemi-
spheres in the SST?4K experiments. No systematic effects
appear to explain differences between the AQUA and
AMIP results. The AQUA experiments, by construction,
lack seasons and hemispheric asymmetry, so variations in
the AQUA annual cycle express internal variability.
Spectral analysis (not shown) confirms that none of the
AQUA simulations has a statistically significant annual
cycle, and only MRI-CGCM3 AQUA exhibits any hemi-
spheric asymmetry. The AMIP configurations have sig-
nificant seasonal variations, but without consistent
structure across models (Table 3). Most models have
similar responses in each hemisphere, but FGOALS-g2 and
MRI-CGCM3 show substantially stronger positive CRE
changes in the northern hemisphere, perhaps signaling a
role for zonal asymmetries in the AMIP DCRE.
Figure 12 shows the geographic distribution of CRE
(left) and DCRE (right) for the three models with incon-
sistent DCRE between the AMIP and AQUA experiments
(the other models are shown in Online Resource 1). In the
left panels, contour lines show the LTS distribution over-
laid on the CRE (color shading). Here, as in previous
studies (Klein and Hartmann 1993), regions of large LTS
are associated with the quasi-permanent subtropical stra-
tocumulus decks which distinguishes them from the
broader trades that are dominated by shallow, trade-wind
cumulus. Also as previously shown (Medeiros and Stevens
2011), the AQUA configurations do not support stationary
regions of stratocumulus; LTS rarely exceeds 15 K in the
AQUA configuration (cf. Fig. 4).
Stratocumulus regions in FGOALS-g2 and MRI-CGCM3
carry a disproportionate amount of the tropical DCRE signal.
For FGOALS-g2, about half of the AMIP DCRE is contained
in the 5 % of points with the largest LTS, which are con-
centrated in these stratocumulus decks. For MRI-CGCM3
(Yukimoto et al. 2012) this link is even more pronounced,
with about 60 % of the positive DCRE accounted for by
points in the top 5 % of LTS. In the other models, the fraction
is typically around 10 %; the next largest value is for Had-
GEM2-A with about 25 % of its DCRE in the most stable
regions. In the warming scenario the stratocumulus decks of
FGOALS-g2 and MRI-CGCM3 are greatly diminished
(Fig. 12). This is also evident in Figs. 13 and 14 which
present the vertical structure of clouds in the subsidence
regions divided by large and moderate LTS. At moderate
values of LTS (left panels of figures), the AMIP and AQUA
configurations show similar cloud structures (though the two
models greatly differ from each other). In the high-stability
Fig. 11 Change in CRE in each calendar month for each model.
Black lines show the AMIP configuration and red lines the AQUA
configuration. Solid lines show the northern hemisphere, and dashed
lines show the southern hemisphere. Tropical averages are given at
upper right of each panel. Land is neglected for the AMIP
configurations
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regime, the AMIP configurations show lower, cloudier cloud
layers indicative of stratocumulus, but this regime is not
represented in the AQUA configurations. In both models,
this low-level cloud layer in regions of large LTS becomes
less cloudy with warming, and cloud amount increases at
higher levels indicating a transition toward more cumulus-
like conditions. Because this large LTS regime is not
represented in the AQUA experiment, such a response is also
absent. The AQUA SST?4K simulation has some data in the
high-stability category; this occurs because the LTS distri-
bution shifts by about 2 K with the warming, a feature
common to all the models (Fig. 4). Most of the disparity
between the AMIP and AQUA experiments for FGOALS-g2
and MRI-CGCM can thus be attributed to the strong positive
DCRE in the stratocumulus regions—which the AQUA
simulations do not represent—as the rest of the trade-wind
regions show small CRE changes. Though they have similar
stratocumulus responses, these models determine cloud
fraction in different ways: FGOALS-g2 diagnoses cloud
fraction based on relative humidity and LTS while MRI-
CGCM3 predicts cloud fraction following Tiedtke (1993).
This finding is counter to the conclusion in Medeiros et al.
(2008) that the statistical weight of the trade-wind cumulus
regimes overwhelms the tropical CRE response; these
models appear to have stratocumulus that are more vulner-
able to surface warming than the models in that study or the
other models in this study.
Figure 12 suggests that MPI-ESM-LR is less dominated
by zonal asymmetries, and Fig. 11 shows that seasonal
Fig. 12 Mean CRE in the three inconsistent models in their AMIP
and aquaplanet simulations (left panels) and DCRE from the warming
experiments in the right panels. In the left panels LTS is contoured in
red, from 14.5 to 21.5 K by 2 K. The MPI-ESM-LR AQUA has a
maximum mean LTS in the tropics of 14.1 K, so no contours are
displayed
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patterns are not a leading cause of the disagreement
between the AMIP and AQUA cloud responses. The largest
values of LTS carry little of the DCRE in either configu-
ration. Instead, the AMIP configuration shows widespread
positive DCRE, and the AQUA shows strong negative
DCRE in the deep tropics and weaker negative DCRE in
the subtropics. Two latitudinal bands of negative DCRE
occur on either side of the equator, where the ITCZ
Fig. 13 Cloud amount profiles
for tropical subsidence regimes
in FGOALS-g2. Left relatively
unstable locations (LTS
\18 K), and right stable
locations (18 K\ LTS). Solid
lines show the control
simulations, lighter dashed lines
show the SST?4K simulations
Fig. 14 Cloud amount profiles
for tropical subsidence regimes
in MRI-CGCM3, as in Fig. 13
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narrows from the control to SST?4K simulation and there
is anomalous subsidence. The MPI-ESM-LR AQUA
SST?4K experiment is the only one that shows a
strengthening Hadley circulation (Table 2). Associated
with the slight strengthening, the dynamic contribution to
the DCRE is particularly strong in the AQUA experiment
(Fig. 8). Figure 15 summarizes this change, and shows that
the bands of negative DCRE are due to increased cloud
cover at the margins of the tropical convergence zone.
Inconsistent cloud responses between the AMIP and
AQUA configurations arise in this ensemble of models for
two reasons. On the one hand, the FGOALS-g2 and MRI-
CGCM3 have zonally asymmetric features in their AMIP
cloud responses that carry much of the DCRE signal, but
are not represented in the AQUA configuration. On the
other hand, the reorganization of the ITCZ in the MPI-
ESM-LR AQUA experiment is fundamentally different
than that of the AMIP configuration. While these three
models demonstrate the largest differences between the
AMIP and AQUA configurations, other models may share
some of these features but with a smaller influence on the
tropical-average climate change. The results raise impor-
tant questions about the mechanisms of cloud feedback in
climate models. For example, what mechanisms, particu-
larly for FGOALS-g2 and MRI-CGCM3, make stratocu-
mulus decks so susceptible to dissipation with increased
SST while the broader trades actually become cloudier?
Because the stratocumulus response is important in some
models, it is interesting to compare changes in stratocu-
mulus regions to trade-wind cumulus regions across mod-
els. Figure 16 divides the tropical subsidence regimes by
stability (as in Figs. 13 and 14), comparing CRE (top panel)
and DCRE (bottom panel) in the lower versus higher sta-
bility regions for the AMIP SST?4K experiments. Mean
CRE strongly differs between the stability-separated
regions: the clustering of points in the upper left show the
Fig. 15 Difference in zonal
mean vertical velocity
ðx; hPa d1, shading) and cloud
amount (percent, lines) for
SST?4K experiments with the
MPI-ESM-LR AMIP (left) and
AQUA (right) configurations.
Blue contour lines show an
increase in cloud amount, gray
shows the zero contour, and
dashed red shows decreases in
cloud amount. Red shading
shows anomalous descent while
blue shows anomalous ascent.
Gray dots at 50 hPa denote
latitudes where
DCRE\ 8Wm2
Fig. 16 Top tropical mean CRE ðW m2Þ conditioned on subsidence
and LTS [ 18K (abscissa) or \18K (ordinate) for each AMIP
control simulation. A satellite estimate is shown in black; it is CERES
EBAF (v.2.6r) monthly data from March 2000 through December
2011, and x500 and LTS were derived for corresponding time from
ERA-Interim. Bottom The SST?4K DCRE similarly sampled. Colors
as in previous figures; in each panel the range of the horizontal and
vertical axes are the same
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different radiative effects of stratocumulus decks and trade-
wind cumulus regions and confirms that this LTS-based
division appropriately separates these cloud types. An
estimate of the observed CRE using CERES CRE and ERA-
Interim LTS and x500 is also shown. Two of the low-sen-
sitivity models show substantial biases compared to the
CERES estimate: CNRM-CM5 (Voldoire et al. 2012) has
stratocumulus regions with a net CRE that is much too
weak, and MIROC5 (Watanabe et al. 2010) has trade-wind
regions with an overly strong negative CRE. The lower
panel shows DCRE, and shows the separation between the
higher and lower sensitivity models. Both FGOALS-g2 and
MRI-CGCM3 have small positive DCRE in the trade-wind
cumulus regions (low LTS) and much larger values for the
stratocumulus regions (large LTS). The other high
sensitivity models show stronger positive DCRE in the
trade-wind regions. This separation shows that biases in the
mean CRE do not necessarily translate to DCRE, but it is
difficult to compare DCRE between regimes because of
differences in areal coverage. A better comparison is shown
by Fig. 17, in which averages are again calculated for
tropical subsidence regimes but here using the relative area
of the trade-wind or stratocumulus regions. The larger
values for the lower-stability regions in the upper panel
reflect the much larger area covered by trade-wind cumulus
conditions compared to the relatively rare stratocumulus
decks. The observation-based point, however, shows a
stronger mean CRE for stratocumulus points than any of the
models and is on the weaker CRE side for the trade-wind
cumulus points; this reaffirms the finding of Medeiros and
Stevens (2011) that climate models struggle to maintain the
large-scale environment that fosters quasi-permanent sub-
tropical stratocumulus and often predict shallow cumulus
clouds that are too reflective (Nam et al. 2012). The lower
panel of Fig. 17 similarly shows DCRE using the control
simulations to sample the SST?4K simulations, i.e., points
that are in the stratocumulus sample in the control simula-
tion are considered in the stratocumulus sample in the
warming simulation. The figure shows the regression line
excluding the outliers FGOALS-g2 and MRI-CGCM3. The
slope of the regression is 3.78 and is significant
ðp ¼ 0:0015Þ, so most models with a strong CRE response
have it predominantly from trade-wind cumulus regions.
Only the CCSM4 (Gent et al. 2011) has a negative DCRE in
the stratocumulus regions, but excluding it only reduces the
regression slope to 3.65. The two models with strong zonal
asymmetries in DCRE (FGOALS-g2 and MRI-CGCM3)
show stronger positive DCRE in the stratocumulus regions
than their negative DCRE in the trade-wind cumulus
regions. This simple division of contributions suggests that
Fig. 17 As in Fig. 16, but each regime’s contribution to the tropical
average CRE (conditioned on subsidence). The contribution is
determined by averaging relative to the area of all subsidence
regimes over the tropical oceans. To calculate the contribution to the
change in CRE, the same method is applied, but using the same
locations for the warming case as the control case. This is applied on a
month-by-month basis and then averaged, which mixes regimes in the
warming case, but it is hoped in a random way. The gray line shows
the linear regression neglecting the two outliers (see text). Colors as
in previous figures; in each panel the vertical axis range is four times
that of the horizontal range
Fig. 18 CRE ðW m2Þ averaged over the trade-wind regions,
displayed as in Fig. 9
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the prevalence of trade-wind cumulus conditions typically
determines the tropical-average cloud response, but for a
minority of models the stratocumulus regions have an out-
sized effect on the tropical average.
Knowing that the dissipation of subtropical stratocumulus
decks leads to AMIP–AQUA inconsistency in FGOALS-g2
and MRI-CGCM3 provokes a reexamination of the role of the
broader trades. As shown above, the subsidence regimes with
relatively low static stability account for most of the CRE
change in most models. Figure 18 expands on this finding by
focusing on the trade-wind regions of the control simulations.
The figure shows that sampling those regions in the SST?4K
simulations shows improved consistency between the AMIP
and AQUA DCRE; seven of the eight models agree on the
sign, compared to five in Figs. 3 and 9. The MPI-ESM-LR
remains as the sole outlier because the AQUA DCRE is
heavily influenced by the transition from upwelling to sub-
sidence along the edges of the convection zone. The consis-
tency between configurations in Fig. 18 is sensitive to the
choice to sample the locations from the control simulations;
this is because the AMIP configurations show more diversity
in the structure of low-level clouds (such as hybrid cloud
types along the stratocumulus-to-cumulus transitions).
5 Adjusted forcing
In this section, we compare the AMIP and AQUA tropo-
spheric adjustment to quadrupling atmospheric CO2. With
prescribed SST and sea-ice, 4 9 CO2 experiments are
designed to isolate changes in the climate due only to the
direct radiative impact of CO2 with no surface-temperature
feedbacks. This adjustment can be considered as a climate
forcing (i.e., not a feedback, Andrews and Forster 2008); it
is also called ‘‘effective radiative forcing’’ (e.g., IPCC
2013) or simply radiative forcing. As noted above, the
climate sensitivity parameter is ill-defined in these exper-
iments because the surface temperature does not change. In
actuality, however, the land surface component is active in
the AMIP configuration, and the land warms in response to
the altered atmospheric composition. This warming is
small, but can evoke large-scale circulations which may
impact estimates of the adjusted forcing (Wyant et al.
2012; Bony et al. 2013a). The AQUA experiment offers an
idealized view of the adjusted forcing that is free from any
surface feedbacks (and thus consistent with the concept of
adjusted troposphere and stratosphere forcing of Shine
et al. 2003). Differences between the AMIP and AQUA
4 9 CO2 experiments indicate the role of land surface
effects in previous descriptions of the adjusted forcing (see
also, Bony et al. 2013a).
The adjusted forcing is shown in the top panels of
Fig. 19, comparing the AMIP and AQUA values for each
model. Most models (except IPSL-CM5A-LR and
CCSM4) have greater global forcing values in the AQUA
configuration, with similar results for the tropics. This
suggests that warming the continents modestly reduces the
adjusted forcing in the AMIP configurations.
As a response to 4 9 CO2, infrared cooling reduces
(and the troposphere warms), the Hadley circulation
expands and weakens slightly (Fig. 5), the eddy-driven jet
migrates slightly poleward (Fig. 6), tropical precipitation
is inhibited, and the hydrologic cycle intensifies slightly
(Figs. 7 and 19). Though subsidence generally weakens,
the warming is greatest in the lower troposphere,
increasing LTS (Fig. 19). This enhanced stability is
greater in the AMIP experiment as convection shifts onto
the continents with compensating subsidence preferen-
tially over oceans. Stronger stability leads to weaker
cloud-top entrainment and shallower boundary layer depth
(Wyant et al. 2012) along with reduced low-level relative
humidity and decreased latent heat flux (Kamae and
Watanabe 2012). As a result of this chain of processes, all
models considered here have decreased cloud cover,
smaller condensate water path, weaker shortwave and
longwave CRE, and weaker clear-sky longwave radiative
forcing (not shown). The net effect of CRE is more varied,
shown in the bottom panels of Fig. 19. The varying sign
of the net CRE response among the models likely arises
from cloud masking effects rather than redistributions of
clouds in the vertical (Kamae and Watanabe 2012). Pre-
vious studies have estimated cloud masking effects in such
experiments to be around 1Wm2, which would seem to
account for the differing signs in DCRE, though confir-
mation requires additional, unavailable model output. The
spread among models, like in the warming experiments, is
due to differences in the shortwave CRE response in
subsidence regimes. Kamae and Watanabe (2012) attribute
some of the model spread to differences in the specific
humidity structure at low levels.
The direct response to 4 9 CO2 is smaller than the
response to surface warming (Table 1), and is not always
consistent with the warming experiments. This suggests
that, consistent with the findings of Vial et al. (2013) and
Zelinka et al. (2013), a failure to account for rapid
adjustments likely has little influence on the inter-model
spread of estimates of the feedback strength.
6 Summary
This analysis shows that idealized, fixed-SST climate
change experiments are useful for understanding the
equilibrium response of more realistic model configura-
tions. This finding is surprising given the importance of
ocean processes and SST feedbacks in the climate system
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and recent studies that point out the importance of ocean
heat uptake in transient climate change experiments
(Raper et al. 2002; Winton et al. 2010; Armour et al.
2013; Rose et al. 2014). A number of robust responses to
SST warming are found in the AMIP and AQUA settings.
Warming induces a widening and weakening of the
Hadley cells, and a poleward migration of the eddy-driven
jet. Column water vapor and precipitation increase with
warming in both configurations, balancing the weakened
Hadley circulation. Cloud responses to warming vary
widely among the models, controlling the spread in cli-
mate sensitivity. This result shows that much of the
spread in estimates of climate sensitivity derives from the
simplest expression of cloud feedbacks (i.e., the response
to uniform warming).
Five of the eight models have a consistent cloud
response to SST warming between configurations. Three
models’ AQUA experiments have smaller climate sensi-
tivity than the corresponding AMIP experiment, each
having negative DCRE in AQUA versus positive in AMIP.
In the AMIP experiment, two of these models (MRI-
CGCM3 and FGOALS-g2) are dominated by positive
DCRE focused in stratocumulus regions. The AQUA
configuration does not support stratocumulus decks, so
does not capture the diminishing cloud cover of the AMIP
experiments in those regions. The MPI-ESM-LR AQUA
response is fundamentally different as its ITCZ narrows,
converting area from deep convection regimes to weak
vertical motion regimes dominated by boundary layer
clouds with a strong shortwave CRE.
All three models with inconsistent DCRE between
configurations have a single ITCZ on the equator in the
AQUA configuration, while all the other models have a
twin-ITCZ structure. Sensitivity experiments with MPI-
ESM-LR show that splitting the ITCZ can change the
DCRE from negative to positive. The reverse effect was
not found with CCSM4, however, hinting that AQUA
configurations with a single ITCZ may tend toward nega-
tive DCRE. The NICAM-09, which avoids cumulus
parameterization, is a counterexample, but longer simula-
tions are needed to determine the robustness of that mod-
el’s climate response.
Separating the stratocumulus and trade-wind cumulus
regimes (Figs. 16, 17) indicates that the tropical average
DCRE is influenced by the trade-wind cumulus regime
ðx500 [ 0 hPa day1; LTS\18KÞ nearly four times more
than the stratocumulus regimes ðx500 [ 0 hPa day1;
LTS [ 18KÞ except for the two models where the strato-
cumulus response is pronounced. The AQUA SST warm-
ing experiments show striking similarity in the structure
and response of shallow trade-wind cumulus to the AMIP
warming experiments (Fig. 18). As these clouds carry
much of the cloud response signal in these models, aqua-
planets provide an ideal setting to understand it.
When atmospheric CO2 is quadrupled and SST held
fixed, the models produce robust responses in AMIP and
AQUA configurations. Circulation changes are smaller
than for SST warming, but the Hadley circulation weakens
when infrared cooling decreases and stability increases.
Tropical precipitation is inhibited by the change in stability
and vertical motion. In the AMIP configurations, the
interactive land surface shifts precipitation from oceans to
continents and induces continental-scale anomalous circu-
lations. Comparing to the AQUA experiments, therefore,
Fig. 19 Global (left) and tropical (right) average responses in the
4  CO2 experiments, top-to-bottom adjusted forcing
ðDFNET; W m2Þ, lower-tropospheric stability (K), total precipitation
ðmm d1Þ, and CRE ðW m2Þ. Values include land grid points except
for LTS, which includes ocean locations only
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exposes land-surface effects, which appear to slightly
moderate the adjusted forcing. The cloud response to
quadrupling CO2 is smaller than to surface warming. The
variation in sign of the longwave and shortwave compo-
nents of DCRE are robust, but the sign of DCRE is not.
This is likely due to the  1 Wm2 cloud masking effect
while the spread among models in DCRE is associated with
differing shortwave CRE changes mostly in the boundary
layer clouds of weak subsidence regimes.
For understanding the processes that control climate
change, these idealized climate model configurations prove to
be useful tiers in the hierarchy of models. Both AMIP and
AQUA experiments show similar, robust responses of the
tropical circulation and hydrologic cycle, which are compa-
rable to changes in more complex configurations. The AMIP
experiments also show similarity to coupled experiments in
estimates of climate sensitivity. The AMIP configuration
captures aspects of the fully coupled system while removing
the influence of SST biases and feedbacks, and warming
experiments in the AMIP setting focus attention on tropical
cloud responses in the absence of interaction with the surface.
The further idealized AQUA configuration in turn removes
the complications of zonal asymmetries, and emphasizes the
role of shallow cumulus convection in both forcing and
feedback. The present analysis confirms that regions domi-
nated by shallow cumulus are crucial to the overall tropical
cloud response to increased CO2 and warming.
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